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SUMMARY

Purpose and Approach'

_Our major goal has been to develop and asset's-an
effective learning strategy training program. We_
believe that such.a program viould be valuable in keducing
training time and increasing straining effeCtiveness in
both military and civilian contexts.

Our approach has. been to view the learner as engaging
in a complex systeM, of activities, each requiring a
particular strategy.. At this, point, we have: supdivided
this system of activities or. Strategies into two categories:
primary.and support. Before discussing our research,'
we will briefly describe the goals and general approaches
associated with each strategy'coMponent.

1. Primary strategies. the primary strategies are
those used by the student in operating directly on the
material: These include the following:

Comprehension and retention. Our goal has
been to develop a set of strategies that will assi4,
the student in transforming and elaborating incoming
material in ,a way that increases conceptual connec-.
tivity. It is assumed that the greater the concep-
tuall connectivity the grea-ter the retention:. Because

. we.feelthis component is the 'cornerstone of the
learning sytem we

comprehension /retention
and ass.ssed_

three alternative strategies.

Retrieval and utilization. 'The goal has
been to develOp strategies that will assist the
individual in systematically exploring his/her
memory structure for infOrmation relevant to the
task at hand.. In additiOn, :these strategies are
'designed to aid in organizing the relevant 'inform
ation for. communicatioti to others. Generally,.
the approach has been.to translate effective,
problem solving strategieS.(e.g., means- ends
analysis) into technique's relevant to the retrieval
and utilization domain.

2. Support strategies: The support strategies are
thosdused by the student to create

is
ma ntain an

internal psychological sOte that i8 cond cive to
effective learning.
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-GOal.Setting and S 'eduling. Our objective
flas"been to assist. the st nt in developing-a
hierachy of.goalb: start ng with career -gals
and proceeding doWnward to weekllAgoals.- In addition,
we have taught the student to create a weekly
.aotiviti schedule that is compatible With his/her

,

Concentration Management. Tohelp alle viate
concentration problems the students are giVen
exparienceS and stratggies designedto assist'them.
in becoming aware of the negative and .positive
emotions, self talk and images they geperate in
facing a'learning task.-, Further, the students-

-_axe_encOuraged,to evaluate-the constructiveness of
'their internal dialogue and -are .giN'ien heuristics
'for Miking appropriatemoditications. '

A second class of strategies for reducing con-
centration _problems involves establishing and :.
maintaining a poSitive learning state vu relaxation
and constructive self talk.

- Monitoring Strategies. The purpose of these
strategies is twofc14; first, -they serve an execu-
tive fundtion in that. hey control the onset'of
other components; second, theyare designed to-
assist the student, in detecting when, his/her pro-
cessing is not sufficient to meet task demands so
that ap rOpriace adjust nts can be made. .

F.a`s

We originally created% es
revipw.of'the literature fin di
We subsequently conducted a eri
studies to gain experience in'ad
and to receive: feedback upon Whi
modifica4ons. The modified str
thesized into a 15 week ' hrs
coupe.

C
In order to evaluatethe effectiveness pf the strategy

system in the context of this course we created two inter-
locking experiments.. In,One-,the perforpanceof diffeke
iA.ly treated sub7grouRs.0 the class.(total.N=38) were
compared with teach'other and-with a no7treatMent control
group (thc cOmprehension/retention controls, N=28).
'The bases ofAthesercorriparisons, we-re aseries of. measurek
that; reqUired\the students to study textbook material fob

, one hour:(approximately 3,000 word'passages) and then

components based on a
ussions with students.
s of informal pilot
inistering-the strategies
h to base fuNer
tegies were then syn-

ek) llarning,strategies

`2

s.

L
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take 'a 5 minute comprehensive test, over the material
one w -later. These measures were given to thelas

, memberp and the controls prior to ,theo start of the course
('thy prete5t); approximately halfway through the course

-(thek mid - course test), and at the'end of the course
(the post'test

In'the.lecorid experiment' the performance of the
class Members on a set Of selg7repoft measures (Test
Anxiety Scale,. BrOwn-Holtzman-SuTVey of 'Study Habits
ands Attitudes, Concentration'QUestionnaZre:,and a
Learning Attitude Inventoryt were compared'to a n9-.
treatment control group. (N=2.1):Woth before' and after
the course..

'Results

'Analysis of the "changes". scores from the c
hension/retention "pre" test (given-prior to stia

re-

gY,inst uction) to the other 'two comprehension/retenti nN-%-tests-indicated significant differences'. in "Changes'
betwe nthe class members and 'control subjects fremt. he '

"prep test 'to the."halfway" test on both the multip14 -
choice portion and the total of the multi.ple-choice
.and short answer portions. Significant differences in

/1,--41A4.4."changes" betwee e two groups were also found from
the "pre" test to th "post" teston both the short
answer portion.pd the total, opl all cases* the class
members exhibis.ed greater "gain" Olmthese measures
than did the no treatment control subjects. . I

(

In terms of total score, the class members who took,
all three. tests outscored the control group by greater
percentages on the mid-course (19.9 %) and post tests
(18.2%) than on,the pre test (3'.4%). Further, it appears
that the training had. a stronger influence on the short
answer sub-test than on the multiple choice'test. On the
short'answer pre test the class members-outscored the.
controls by only 8.1%.while on the mid course and post
tests they outscored the controls by 30..1% and 31.0%,
respectively. This impact' on the short answer portion
was,amplified in the case (of cert4.n, strategy sub-groups.
Students who'studied in pa'irs,for the mid-course'test
outscored the controls b l6, on the,shOrt answer pre
testland by 45.4% on the4Mid- ourse test. Those individuals
who learned networking as a comprehension/retention sub -
strategy .scored 1.2% helow the contro,ls on the short
answer pre test and 42.3%'higher tftan the controls on the

:post test. The relativeW greater impact of training on

( C
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the sort answer sub -tests is especially encouraging since
compa d to multiple _choice exams.thes'e tests are much--'
lesq 1 kely to be influenced by guessing/and differential
test t in4 t.rategies.

- Analyses comparing the pre to post 'change scarps
of the.clas members with .fhose of. the controls rea4ed

, .

. .si0j.4papce on three of,the% II self report tuasures and
japproacTEd significpcsii (p(.06Aon)the fourth (the
Concefttration-QuestionpaireY. In, all cases'the class
members repcir-t-ed-gr ater positive ch n\es dr acade cally
related dimen'sions hah aid the se report contra

Conclusions
L

. The comprOension/retention'and sel..f-ieport 'results
.coupled with the-positive feedback arising Tram the
students' course evaluations indicate that the strate4y
syatem adyd'trainin4-;were impactful in constructively .

autering students'i'learning.abehaviort and attitudes.
.eFurChe, obse;vations and informal evaluations made during'

theskcorrduct of ,ttle Course indipAted-a,number of directions
for' impi-oving both- the stratgies a dtraining methods.'
Modifications ,based-on'these data a now being made.

.r
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INTRQDUCT ION

The purpose of this report is to describe our
recent work on thedevelopment,and assessment of a
learning strategy training program. This work repre-

, sents an4-Etempt.to expand and modify a successful,
Small scale program developed by Dansereau, D. F.,
Lopng, G. L., McDonald, B.A.,Actkinson, T. R. ,.Ellis, A. M.,

, Collins, K., Williams, S. & Evans, S. H. (1975).

Our approaCh has keen-strongly influenced by the,:
fact that effective interaction with academic materials-
requires the learner to engage in .a coMplex,.systeM of
activities. Consequently, our goal has been to /develop
a set of mutually supportive strategies that the
learner can modify and adopt to suit particular needS.
In a 'sense our objective is to assist students in're-
Programming their own biocoMputers. At this point
we are not primarily interested in assessing what
students already do but rather indeveloping coherent
strategy systems that the students can assimilate and
modify in order to Shore up or replace the strategies
they have developed spontaneously.

Although the major purpose is to develop and
assess a particular' learning strategy program, an9ther
more general and perhaps moreimportant objecti is
to create a frameworkfrom whiCh applied and baSic
extensions can be made. What we are trying to do is
form a blueprint or sketch of the prose learning\and
utilization system in anticipation. that the details
can be filled in'by-mOre'fine gkainedempirical studies.
This is a. littledifferent.from the typical approach
where the fine grained studies are done in anticipation
of later putting the information together. Unfortunately,.
in most circumstances this synthesig very rarely gets
accompliShed.

To communicate what has been completed to date,
the remainder of this report has-been organized into
four major sections:' 4:description of the general
approach, a alscussiOn 'of the primary strategy, components,
a discuSsionlof.the:support Strategy components, and
a discussion of the results arising from an implementa-
tion of the learning:strategy system in the context
of a college'levpl'learning skills course.

9



THE GENERAL APPROACH

In this section we will describe the overall
strategy system and our approach to the development
of strategy alternatives and training techniques.

An Overview of the Strategy System

At this point, we have - subdivided the strategy
N'-sstem into two categories: primary and support.

(See the major sections entitled: Primary strategies
and,Suppoz't strategies for further information.)

The primary strategies. The primary strategies
arc. those. used by the student in operating directly
on the material-. These include strategies for im-
proving comprehension/retention and retrieval/ Util-
ization.'

Support strategies. No matter how effective the
primary strategies are their impact on learning and
utilization will be less than optimal if the internal
psychological environment of the student is non-optimal.
Consequently, we have attemptd to.develoP support
strategies to'assist the student in developing and
maintaining a good internal state. These supporX
strategies include techniques for goal setting and
scheduling,.concentration management, and monitoring
and diagnosing the-ynamics of the learning system.

1

Strategy Development

Our .approach in'developing the primary and support
strategies has included the following steps.

1. Identification of the areas of needed improve-
ment via questionnaires and student interviews.

2. Review of the educational and psychological
literature related to each area.

a. Creation of° alternatiye strategies from the
existing knowledge base.

4. Informal pilot work on individual strategies
with upper level students serving as subjects.

10



5. Informal pilot work on the individual strategies
with freshmen and sophomores.

6. Synthesis of the strategies into an interactive-
system.

7. Assessment of the entire system in order to
determine how well the individual strategies blend
together.

Strategy Training

The communication and trainifAg_of learning strategies
is extremely difficult; especially when working with
adults. By the time students have reached college -age
most of them have deeply ingrained reactions to learning.
They not only have well practiced approaches to learning
tasks, but strong emotional and motivational responses,
as well. Further, in most cases the students have
little awareness of the rationale behind their habitual
ways of responding to learning situations.

This state of affairs leads to a number of difficUlt
problems.

1., Because most of the students have a large
prior investment in their learning methods (li or more
years of practice in most cases)' they are 'very reluctant
to change (especially without a guarantee of greatly
improved learning perforManee).

2. Many students'have such strong conflicting
emotional and motivational reactions to learning that
they find it difficUlt to receive communications related
toothis topic.

3. Even if a student decides to alter his/her
strategies the process'of breaking old habits is difficult
and time:'consuming. Although many students feel the
need to change, relatively few are willing to make
the necessary effort.

.4. During the period when the student is incorpor-
ating the new strategies into his/her existing system
performance may in fact be disrupted. This disruption,
which may be caused by the student trying to use partially
_learned techniques; can serve to further discourage

11 1



strategy adoption.'

-We haves -been exploring a number of ways to overcome
these problems. Thgse expldrations have led us to
breakdown the training on each strategy component into
the following six different classes of activity:

1. Stimulation and awareness--Prior to instruction
on each component the student is given a brief experiepce
to illustrate the importance and potential impact of
what is to come. This-experience (e.g., simple peg
word mnemonic 'instructions as practice for the com-
prehension/retention component) is-designed to enhance
motivationinvolvertient, and cognitive. awareness.

2. Conceptual level information--This information
provides psychological, and educational backgfbund. for
thactual strategy instruction,. The interrelationships
between the components are presented at this time in
order to increase the student's cognitive awareness and
his/her perception of the, validity of the program.
Taken together, materials at this level form a mini
cognitive psychology course which should*give the
student the intellectual foundations for the strategies
which follow.

3. Strategy'instruction--Material at this, level
describes procedures for actually applying the Strategy.
Preliminary exercises are provided at this time.

00

4. Strategy.application--The student is given
guided practice on applying each strategy to learning
the conceptual and instructional (2 and "3 above) level
materials associated with subsequent strategies. In
effect, as students progress through the training
program, they are gradually increasing their strategy
repertoire and are using this increasing repertoire
in learning new strategy information.

5. Feedback on strategy application--To give
students a basis for modifying their strategies they

. are provided with instructor generated protocols that
illustrate correct strategy usage and point out- potential
pitfalls. This feedback is, supplemented by having
the students discuss the application of their strategies
with their peers, thereby making use of their pooled

12 1



4.

knowledge as well as the beneficial%effects of social
reinforcement, and feedback. In this !regard, student
'reactions have indicated that learnizig dyads (pairs of
students) have a great deal of potential in faCilitating
strategy training.

6. , Assessment and Diagnostic -- Activities at this
level include'tests of comprehension 4hd retention
whiCh make use of questions at the factual, conceptual,
and inferential levels o understanding. These are
supplemented by subjectie eptilts of effectiveness,
understanding/ retention, concentration, etc.. These
measures provide a basis for additional feedback to
the students, (via self scoring, instructor intervention,
and/or, group discussion) and a basis for evaluating
the effects of the training program components.

PRIMARY STRATEGIES

As stated earlier the primary strategies are used to
operate-directly on the material and at this point
consist of techniques for comprehension/retention and
retrieval/utilization. We will discuss our work with
these two sets of strategies separately.

Comprehension /Retention

OUr goal'has been to develop strategies that will
assist the student in creatively re- organizing, inte-
grating and elaborating incoming material in,order to
increase conceptual connectivrity in a manner that is
compatible with long term memory structur s. The premise
is that the more connections or rela ships between
concepts, objects, ideas or acti that .individuals
discover or create. the deeper heir understanding, the
greater their reten n and the more likely they mill
be able to retrieve e material under a variety of
circumstances.

To reach this goal we have-developed an l'executive"
strategy (this is analogous to the computer programming
Concept of ,an .executive routine) and a variety of
alternative sub-strategies. We,will discuss our work
with these strategies.in the following sections.

13



/-The "executive" comprehension /retention strategy.
This.strategy involves fOurkyerlapping steps: .

1. The stu'ent reads a gortion- of. the text material
to. acquire the main ideas (the ""understan4nq".phase) .

During thisjp'hase the student'is,encouraged to mark
difficult and important parts of 'the material.

:He/she, then recalls what has been read withOutt_
referring-to the tX-t.j.t.he !"recall" phase) Three
alternative approaches to this recall' process, have been
developed andHthese wilIbe;diSclissed in the next section.

3. Followingrecall the:student goeSback through,
the text material correcting understandinprOblems,
amplifying the recalled material, and storing Important
information,(the "digest" phase).

v

4. The Student.then attempts to expand his/her
knowf.edge by self (inquiry (e.g., "How can I use this
information in a job. situation ? ", "How would I teach:
this material to a. lower. level. student?"). his has
been termed the "expand!' phase.. Generally, the students
are encouraged,to use this executive strategy flexibly'
and to tailor it to theircown style and capabilities.'
The four steps. in this strategy are supplemented by.an
initial "mood" or state setting phase Ja support
Strategy ITATTEh,will 'be discussed later) and a "review"

,
stage (based on a 'How to rearn from a test" procedure,
See Dansereau, Collinsi McDonald; Diekhoff, Garland, and
Holley for further information on thit,Procedure,u1978):
These six steps form an overall study 'executive.
The acronym MURDER hap been uSeda.s. a label 'for this
strategy in order to facilitate its reteni (see
Appendix A for further description).

The four basic comprehension/retention steps
(understand, recal.).,, digest, and expand):de cribed '-
ear'lier are siMilar: to the procegsessuggested:by the

'SOR technique (Robinson, 1946) and some of its
derivatives. These approaches all have'. two, important
,aspects in common. First, the student is encouraged
to process the same text material more than once (a
multiple.pass approach). 'Second, a great deal of
,.emphasi is placed on the active recall or recitation
.of what as been learned.

14
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'hem potential effectiveness of multiple .passes
-

has been supported by experiments w th advanced
organizers, Ausubel,and as assoc:ates (e.w., Ausubel,
-1960;1 Ausubel and FitZ.era.,14,,1962) ave fdund that
providinTa'summary the' material b fore `reading

,

,increaSes'coMprehens on,and.retentio foerformance.
In the executive st ategy.and the SQ R techniques the
student creates his herown implicit Ovanced brganizer
on t e first Teading'.and then uses this inforMation on
a se and pass through the material. ditional support
for this app'roach ari st.from Norman, Genter, and
Ste ens' (1976) suggestions regarding the effective-
nes of "web" learning. They contend that complicated
material.may,..belearned in successive patisSes.' The
first pass would presumably create a 14b or network
of thejmportant concepts while subseq6ent processings
of the material would allow the individuPl. tofill in
the details. _

Generally, "recall" phase.of the executive
,

.

strategy and the 5 3R.techniques forces the student to
'activelyProceSs the'informationby putting the text
material intoanalternate form (the student's own.
words `or images or': an alternative symbol systeM). In
addition, thisprocess pointS out weaknesses in 4he

''student's understandingandretention which can be
corrected 'on a second pass through 'the material. The=
importance of active reCa11,in improving Compreh ilsion,'11

4and retention has been directly supported by the experi7
Ments of Del Giorno, Jenkins and Bausell (1974) and
Dansereau et al (1975), and indirectly suoported1by
the work, of Rothkopf (1960 and Craik and Lockhart (1972).

.

. Although varying'somewhat in surface structure,
the main. differences between our executive strategy and.
the SQ3R approaches occurs in the details of the steps.
Typically training on SQ3R is non - 'specific; the steps:
are described and the students are expectecto translate
these descriptions into operative sub-Strategies.. Otir,

' work has indicated.that a .large number of students have
a great deal of difficulty in making t is translation:
To alleviate this problem we have dens gned detailed.
fristructions-and, practice exercises)t communicate
alternative sub-strategies that fall nder the "executive"'
framework. In the next sections we will b5iefllt describe
the nature of these sub-strategies.



The comprehension problem sblving. 5trategy1( While
thestt eats are doing their firSt rading they are
enco ged to mark the portions of the text that they
do not understand. Dating the "digest" pMaSe they are
instructed to 'home in"'on the marked portions that are
still(not'understood Csome'understanding problems are
naturallycIeared up by further reading). The student

trained first to identify the nature and extent of
the cOmprehension (understanding) 'problem (-k.e., is
it a problematic word, Sentenice or paragraphk.,and is
then trained to attack the problem by breaking itOown
into its (e.g., prefix and suffix,,.-in the. case of
a word or sUbAct/predicate in the easel of a.sentence).
If the student is still- unsure of the meaning, he /she
is encouraged to look in other part::of:the passage
(the "SUrround") -i rn orde to find r lated information

synonyms and redundant, explanations). If there
are still difficulties, the student is intructed.to
consult another source (e.g-:, a dictionar§, teacherHor
another. textbook). The main thrust of this strategy is

to put the student into the role of an active problem
solver rather than passive recipient of information.

The, "recall" and transformatiohistrategies. After
an initial reading the student is.inAtructed to recall,
the material -le/she has read. We feel that this is
the most impOrtant phase of the executive comprehension/
retentitoil strategy and consequently we.have developed
a number of subltrategies that vary in the degree of
tranSforMation (translation.ofithe text into analter-
native:symbol system) required on the part,of the

student:

We have' explored three alternative.techniquesi
paniphrasetimagery, networking and analysis of key -

.concepts. We will describe each of these techniques
Separagely.

'1. Paraphrase/imagery, This technique is a
simple combination of the paraphrase (the student
intermi,tte5tly rephrases the incoming material'in
his/her owh words) and imagery (the student inter-
mittently.forms mental pictures .ofthe concepts .

underlying the incoming material) strategies developed
in our initial program (see Danse eau et al., 1975). .

The .student is trained on both tecl ques and is the
itf
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instructed lto var his/her use of, the teehniqcs depending
r

, . .

orb thamatel.ial being'studied. In an earlier study
,we

, irpSound that bo..techniques led to improved perfbt- 4
finance. on a delayed essay test in compaft%son to a` nog

controltreatment control group (Dansereau et a 1975).
,_

2., Networking., Unlike the par,apil.ras/imagery,
.

.
.

technique WhiCh requires the student to transform text
material into natural language or pictures, the'net-
working' strategy requires, material to be transforried
into'node-link maps\pr n4works. Before giving more

- information on the,techniAue per.Se we Will prepent
some general.background inforiation On the concept of
node-Jink networks. -

)Quillian, (1969) suggested that 4uman-,memor may
in fact be orgahized as a network compose --(5-f ideas

or concepts, (nodes) and the named relati nships between'
these concepts"(links). Fdy. examplet-Ahe r lationshipS

e\
(links) between the concepts (nodes) bird, p rrot, and
colorful can pe expressed as: 1.I.A parrot is a type of
bird" and "a parrot can be described as colorful."
These node -link relationshipscan be represented spatially
in the following network:

type-

description

Since Quillian's early work a number of-network modeli
of memory have been proposed and tested (e.g. Rumel-

,

hart,. i4indsay and Norman, 1972; Anderson, 1972;Anderson
and Boer,' 1973). The results of these efforts indicate
that at least some aspects of human memory can be I

',fUnctionally represented as,netWorks. -17.Or this and a
number of othet reasons which we will discuss shortly,
the node-link netWorktwaS chosen as the basis for two
of (Dui. recall-tranformation,techniques (as you will ,

'see the analygis'Of key concepts technique is also
based on this conceptualization) .

) \
i
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% The networking strategy requires the student to
_

i entify important concepts or ideas (nodes1 in the
m terial and to represent the'r interrelationships
(Clinks), in-the.formok a netw rk map. To assist the
student in this endeavor he/ e is taught a set of
na'qted 1:Lnks that can be used to code the relationships
between ideas.3 Up to,;this p int we havp,been working
with, two sets of links which we' derived by examining
the relationships expressed in a wi range of text
material. The.O.mpler set.ds ompos d of four'rela-g

1 tio ships.: type (e.g,e a ;dog'48,a, ype of animal); -

p t ,(e.g.-, the hand is a partOf the body)e leads to
(e. r6 nforeement leads to 'repetition of'the rein-
forced be viot), and 7dTS-8,ription (e.g.,the male.

peacock c e described:'as colorful). Figure 1

shows ithe y, ology.associated with -these rielationships
and Figure 2 illustrates a. network derived from, a
,p ragraph using this. our link system. 1 -L

The details of.the more complicated link system
re beyond-the cope of:this parfer. It is,sufficient
.say that this,system'is composed of 13 types of`' --

inks' which expand on the fouKclasses of links just
escribed' (e.g., "leads to" links.are replaced'by
cause," "influenceand "solve" links) . In other
espects this system is used in mach the same fashion
as the four link,system.

J

We believe that the transforMation of prose into

a network will assist the studentj.n' seeing the overall
picture being presented by the author. In addition,
having coded the material in -terms of named links gives
the. ,student the option of using these links to gain ._

.
access to the material during retrieval (this possibility

will be discussed further in the seCtion.on recall/
\

utilization). Besides these direct benefits, an
expanded network approach appears to have applicability

to a number. of "other domains.

From the teacher's- perspective networking can be

used in the preparation of lectureS as an alternative'

to outlininf. Also, teacher prep red networks can be

presented as advanced and post or anizers. Additional

benefits may be deriVed from usin networks in teaching

students who are employing betwor ing as a learning

strategy.
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Link. Name .

- I 1

Symb6lic
Representation

Example c
/

Leads to //Object,
\pr.

Action
Concept

Fear of Failure).
C.,

' Li

Ne Studying) -

Object, ACt0..o
or Conce t

('Fear of failure leads
to studying;")

1

,

L

,

-ija .

IPV

Object,
or Concept

Action

IP, Finger)
part of Object.,
Action' or Concept`'j,,Fingers, are a part

of the hand . ")
-

Type Example
, k

/

\

Class of Category
of Objects, Actions
or Concepts

Feline

(Cheetah)k

IT
,( "A Cheetah is a
type of Feline.")

(Nlember or Example of'
the Class. or Category)

Desc'ription bject,
ction
r
Concept

---,
Male Blue patch

---...

D Descrip) Parakee n beak
tion

_....

("A male parakeet has
a blue patch on his
beak .")- ,

-The Four Link System

FIGURE 1
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Most peopledoh't know whethertheir present learning
strategies are good or bad or \Aqietfter-,there are Othe\
techniques6that,would wqrk'better for.hem. This is
mainly because they haven't been given the chanca.tae "
plore alterhative techniques.) In fact many people who
think of themselves as being only average intelfectually
may have capabilities' that are being stifled or suppressed
because they have not learned mood techniques for dealing
With. inforniation.) In some ways this would be like having
a powerful, EigRly'tuned sports car without ever,having
learned td-drive it properly, I think most o us are

is situation an t. a with some training was cowl
substantially increase our intellectual abiatty. )

(

No chance to .

explore alternatiVe-
. learning strategies

Olost people lac9
tknpwledge about?
ktechniques1

AT_Acs,Epd_fr.9m:tpxti

/Many people have note.
4; \learned good technitides_

driver, with
Like,a PO°

a:good
rts car,

7

'L
\'

SllMeT17.:: o(,caEi1sV

i
'L

\,/

,1

Feelings ofBeITJ
only aVerage.
intellectually,

'----'-----'-^'-t-=--------4

Transformation of:a Paragraph into a'Network

FIGURE 2
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Networking can be used to facilitate individual
-and group problem solving by providing a mechanism fox
systematically organizing and manipulating elements
witilin the problem space'. This Approach has been' used
inel'the context of a giaduate-psychology seminar at .

Texas Christian University. Subjective reactions tothe
approach indicate that it has substantial promise as
a problem solving tool.

'Conceptually it seems reasonable to expect that
ability to network (i.e.l.discover and organize mean;-
ingful relationships between ideas, objects and'acticims),
should be related to general reading comprehension
ability. If this expectation is borne'out,
May serve as an alternative assessment and diagnostic
device. In fact, the noun phrases,in a 'body of text
can be replaced by' nonmeaningful symbols. A student's
ability to network this ma'erial would seem to.reflect
'a type of comprehension' `skill that is separable from
vocabulary level and prior knowledge'.

Finallyy the ease and/or accuracy,with which'a
text can be networked may provide mire varid index
of comprehensibility (readability) than'is presently
available.

. 3. Analysis of, key concepts. The final,coMprehen-
sion/retention strategy. is also derived from network,
'models of me Cory (Diekhoff4 1977) . In:this structured
alternatiVe to networking the studentidenEifies key
ideas-Or concepts in a body-of text, develops systeM-
atic definitions and ,elabopations of the concepts,
and interrelates important pairs of these concepts.
The student'is-aided in these activities by worksheets
which specify categories of definition and comparison.
These categories- are,isomorphic to the four links de--
scribed earlier (e.g., in defining,operant conditioning
one might say that it isNa type of learning paradigm,
a partpf many behavior modification programs, leads
to increasesin)the target behavior, etc.).

Eventually we hope to have students either use
hese three recall/transformation strategies in concert

have.them learn'all three and use each when
applicable) -or to use a particular strategy depending
on their aptitudes, styles, and preferences.



1
The "'expansion" strategy . After che-students have

gone back through the text material %:orrecting under,-
s'tanding problems,,amplifying the recalled material and
storing important information, they are encouraged
to expand 'their knowledge via self inquiry. :In this
regard, students are trained to ask, and answer specific
questions. falling under three'general:categories:

,

1. Imagine \you could talk"tb'the author;' what .

Muld you aSk'thim/he42 What criticisms would you raise?

2. How cancane the '-material be, aPplied?

3. How could you mak the, material More under-
standable and interesting to other. students?

In the Wtial stages oftraining 'students-are
required to put their apswers on worksheets and are
given experimenter generated-questions and answers as
feedback. After this inAtial experience the students
are encouraged to do these processes "in their heads"
or to incorporate the-material into their ongoing notes.,

In summary, the comprehension /retention techniques
include an executive strategy which guides the onset of
sets of. substrategies' designed toe assist the stUdent-in
solving comprehension problems, recalling and trans-
forming learned material and expanding hiS/her knowledge
These strategies,. especiailY those dealing with recall
and transformationg ate closely'related to the retrieval/
utiliization strategies which will be discussed in the
next-section-

n
,

Retrieval /Utilization. Strategies

qbAfter comprehending and storing a body of: infoimation
the student's job is only partly completed. The student_
must be able to recall and use the information under
appropriate circuffista ces (i.e., in taking tests or-on
the job)

(
Subjectiv reports.froM students and studies de-,

*nstrating " ip of the, tongue .behavior (Brown & :-".

McNeil, 1966), and "feeling of-knowing" (Hart, 19651
indicate that stored items are frequently available,
but at 1.ast temporarily, not accessible. When an
individual encounters such a situation he/she may g, ve:.,

up, randomly search, or attempt to, execute a systematic

22



retrieval strategy. It-appears that students often opt
for the first two alternatives rather than the third.
This practice is unfortunate in that systematic_ attempts
at retrievaloften lead to success. Lindsay and Norman
(1912) give a brief example of how the systematic approach
works. In response to the query:- "What were you doing
on Monday afternoon in the third week of September two

dears ago?", Lindsay and Norman's imaginary subject
gradually homes in on the answer by breaking the query
down into a rational sequence of subquestions that prove
answerable by various mixtures of actual memories and
logical reconstructions of what must have been ("Third
week in Septemberthat's just ,after summer- -that would
have been the fall term...I think I had chemistry lab
on Mondays...I remember he started off with the atomic
table...,etc.").

It is felt that students can benefit frdm instruc-
tion on how to undertake a systematic retrieval of this
sort. Toward this end we have developed an exeptive
strategy with alternative sub-strategies based oh the
specific comprehension/retention technique being used
by the student.

The "executive" retrieval /utilisation strategy.
At present this strategy consists of five steps:.

1. The student analyzed the task or situation to
determine,what is required.(the "understanding" phase)

2. He/she the recalls the main ideas that are
relevant to meeting the'task requirements (the "recall"
phase).

3. Following the recall, the student is encouraged
to retrieve specific information associated with these
main' ideas.(the "detail" phase).

4. The student then organizes this body of infor7
mation and expands it into an outlihe (the "eCpand" phase).

5. From the outline the student creates a response
and reviews the adequacy of this responserih light of
the'task requiremehtsY(the "response" and 'review" phase).

-/

2 ,
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An initial "mood" or state setting phase is also included
in this* strategy (this will be discussed in the section
on support-strategies). Taken together, six steps
are given the acronym "2nd degree MURDER" in order to
facilitate retention of.the technique.

Although trub strategy has been designedprimarily
for test taking and paper preparation, extension.of the
technique ys other tasks should be relatively straight-

1orward.

The primary aim of the "executive "-strategy is to
encourage the student to view recall arid utilization
as a multiple pass process.' Discussion's with students
indicate that where faced with an essaytest question,
for example, many of them begin writing almost iMmed--
kately. This approach forces the 'student to recall;
organize, and transform the ideas into prose simultane-
ously. As a result their answers are often jumbled
and incomplete. The "executive" strategy is designed
to help the student guard against this situation by
forcing him/her to slow down and break the process
into coherent steps.

In the next fivelDections we will diScuss each of
the'steps (excluding ?he mood setting .phase) in
tomewhat greater detail. Our goal has been to create
,sredundant and synergic strategies. Consequently, we
have designed comprehension/retention strategied tIat
can an be. used during retrieval/utilization. This redun-

, dancy will become clearer in thgonext few sections.

Thle "understanding" phase. If the task require-
ments are not understood, the subsequent actions a
student takes will be irrelevant. To assist students
in ,thig phase we encourage them to use their Comprehen-
sion/retention strategies on the task instructions
(e.g.,7test questions). For example, in preparing °to

-answer,a test question they would read the question,
transform it into an alternative symbol system (i.e.,
a paraphrase or image, a network , or a set of defined
key concepts depending on their strategy preference),
and then use the comptehension problem solving techniques

(i.e., "breakdown" and "surround") to clear.up any
understanding.difficulties.
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The "recall" phase. The goal of this phase is to-
arri46 5t. the set Of-main ideas necessary to meet the
task requirements., To, meet this goal the student is
instructed to relax and image the situation in-which
he/she may have acquired the target information. In
addition, the student is made aware of the ties
between retrieval strategies and the processeS involved
in problem, solving (both require a search through a
problem space). In particular, the student is instructed
on means-ends analysis ,tsetting and meeting sub-goals)
and planning (abstracting the problem to a more general
level), two key components of the General Problem:Solver
created by Newell, Simon, anthShaw (1958). The idea
is to examine the difference betren your present state

. .of knowledge and your goal state in order to set up
reasonable sub - goals. Acquisition of these sub-goals
presumably lead you closer and closer to your target
state of knowledge. For example, if one were trying
to remember who was the Vice President of the United
States in 1877, a reasonable first sub-goal might be to
determine who was the President during this time period. .

If this informAion was not-immediately retrievable, the
next step might be to set up the sub-goal of trying to
remember which major,events took place during the latter-
1870's. This process would continue until an achievable
sub-goal was reached, then this information would be
used to access the previous sub-goal, and so on. In
this wag onetwould work b'ack up the chain of sub-goals
to the target. In using the "planning" heuristic you
would first generalize the retrieval task to a simpler
one, solve the simple retrieval via means-ends analysis,
and then 'use this solution as a plan to guide the more
specific retrieval; For example, if you were trying to
recall the location and function of 'a particular part
of a cat's brain (e.g., the hypothalamus), you might
first attempt to remertber the location and function of
the hypothalamus in mammals in general and then use
these retrieval steps to guide'the more specific
inquiry.

Those studenis who have learned networking,or the
key concept technique can use the named links (relation-
ships) as a language for exploring their memory systems.
For example, is the information I am looking for embedded
in a leads to chain?, is it part of a larger concept?,
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is it an example or type of amore general notion?! etc.
This language provides a systematic way of moving from
one pOint.in the memory system to another'. ,In sort
sense it serves the tole of a general purpose mnem is
technique.

The "detail" phase. once the main ideas are,
recalled the same techniques discussed in the previous
section can be used to retrire the details associated
with these ideas.'

x.5A1The"ep_phase. In this stage the student
organizes the information he/she has retrieved during
the previouS two stages. This may involve numbering
the main ideas and theassociated details to produce
a coherent sequence from which to construct a response. he

If necessary a' formal outline may be created'. In organ-
iing this material the students may, discovergaps'in
their information that need to be filled in by further
retrievalsretrievals.

The "respond" and "review" phase. This step requires
_the student to transform the recalled information into
prose or a set of actions. Following this conversion
the student is encouraged to examine is/her response
in light of the task requirements. Modifications are
made if necessary.

SUPPOI STRATEGIES'

As stated earlier, no matter how effective the
primary strategies aretheir impact on learning and
utilization will be less, than optimal if the internal
pSyctiological environment ofethe student is non-optimal.
Consequently, the support strategies are, designed to
.assist the student in developing- and maintaining a good
internal state. These support strategies include
goal setting.and scheduling, concentration management,
and monitoring and diagnosing the dypamics of the
learning System. These three classes of strategies
will be discussed separately.
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Goal Setting and Scheduling.
,

Goals and schedules can be viewed from a hierarchical
, perspective. For example, a student's daily goals

(e.g., read chapter 9 in the Physics text) are embedded
in a set .of weekly goals (e.g., prepare for-the.PHysicd)
mid-term exam) which are i gin turn embedded in a et of
semester goals (e.g., make-an A in the Physics"course).
etc. A companion example could be created for daily,
weekly and semester time schedules.- Unfortunately, our
discussions with students'indicate that very few of

i

them create goals\and schedules in accord with t is
. In fact, students app rentlyhierarphical perspective

spend very little effort of any sort on systematic
planning:

, This lack of planning has a ngapr of drawbacks:

1. Without concrete guals (especially short term )
goals) the student will have a difficult time gauging
the adequacy of his/her progress.

2. If the student has:not.analyzed required tasks
into subgoals, there is a strong possibility that
the magnitude-of the task will'be mis-perceived. Some
individuals view amorphous tasks optimistically and
consequently do not budget suffiCient time. Others
view such tasks pessimistically and become very anxious
about accomplishing them,

3. If.gbals and seneduleg are not written down,
the student must keep this in orMation' in his/her
"head." Certainly this stet of affairs will act as
a drain _on the, student's co itive capacity.

A. A student who do not regularly schedule
his/her study sessions can not make use of the positive
stimulus cue values associated with a consistent
schedule.

To assist students in 'overcoming these problems
we have developed 'a workbook for specifying concrete
goals and time schedules. In using this workbook the
students, first are given guidance on specifying career
goals. They then determine skill-oriented sub-goals
that are pre-requisites for their chosen career goals!
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rob.owing this they t concrete goals for the particular
serliester. Finally, light of these goals they create
a weekly activity schedule.- The students are then in-
structed to- monitor their prOgress in achieving their
VNls. If progres s is, not as predicted they dre en-
cotiraqed to alter their activity schedule or re-structure
their set of goals.

The most common student complaints Usually revolve,
around their inability to concentrate during .a study

411, or testing session. We feel that these concentration
clitficulties stem from two general sources: attitude
(ot mood), problems and problems in coping with.distrac-
tip0s.. Even though we have not treated the two inde-
AbIlderttly in our training programs, we will discuss them
separately in order to make our conceptualizations clear.

§....SLa-t.t91------esfor cultivating a.P.Ositive learning
.,_t.4.5.1L4. Interviews and discussions with students
inctioate that many of theM have conflicting attitudes
abput learning.- At a distance they .,yew learning as
something that is necessary and desirable, However,
When fac d.With,a1-1 impending learning task they often
eSperien e a variety of negative emotions. Anxiety,
anger, g4iit, fear and frustration are some of the

'label's they use.ill conjunction with the e emotions.
The eelings and the self-talk d' images that
aOeompany them serve to decrease student's motivation
to study and 'act as distraCtors uring the learning
1Pricess and durng evaluation p iods.

.:,
-- ,., , 'The strategy we ate developingto assist the
-stderit in overcoming. attituee_problems.consists of a
oortIbillation of elements from systematid desensitization.
(iqcob5en, 1938; Wolpe, 1969)4,rational.behavior therapy
(rlultsby, 1971, Ellis, 19,83), and therapies based on
Positive self-talk O4eichenbdum and Turk, 1975; Meichen-
bam and Goodman, 1971). The'students are first given-
e'%eriences and Strategies designed to assist them
in bcoming aware of the negative and positive emotions,
sef;.talk-and images that.they generate in facing a

'learning task. 'The vehicles for this firststep are a
short lecture, wofksheets and samples of attitudes and
self -talk expressed by students in earlier studies. After

28
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this first step the student is asked to follow the nega-
tive feelings and thoughts to their logical conclusions
(e.g., "Just what will happen if I fail this exam?").
Very often the individual has not thought beyond the
fact that a particular outcome will be "awful" or that
(such and such an outcome

can
"critical" (Maultsby, 1971).

topping at this stage can be very illusory and may
lead to emotions being blown out of proportion. In
addition, the accompanying self-talk and imagery may be
extremely destructIve when viewed in relationship to
the student's long term goals. To assist the students
in matching their self-talk with their objectives, they
are asked to evaluate the constructiveness of their
internal dialogue and are 'given heuristics for making
appropriate modifications (worksheets and experimenter-
generated sample statements are used to assist the
student in this task).

in preparing for an:impending study session students
report that they ustialy spefid very little conscious effort
in establishing a positive learning or test taking
state. It seems very likely that thoughts and feelings
asfociated with their immediately previous situation
will mix with negative cognitions about learning and
will be carried over as distractors during task performance.
T9 alleviate this situation the student is trained on a
technique that forms the-basis of systematic desensiti-
zation: imagination of the anxiety evoking situation
during relaxation. -In effeqt, the student is instructed
to relax and- "clear his/her mind" by counting breaths,
then the individual imagines a period of successful
studying, becoming distracted and successfully 'coping
with the distraction. The student is also encouraged
to replace the negative talk and images with more con-
structive thoughts. This technique forms the mood
setting phase of the two MURDER processes described

Our experience with these strategies to date is
that college freshman and sophomores find them relatively
easy to grasp and apply. Subjeptive reactions to thi
approaph have been positive. /

Concentration: Coping with internal and external
distractions. Interviews with students indicate that
acts of will and fear arousing self-talk are the most
common methods of coping with-distractions, frustratthn.
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and fatigue. Apparently these methods are at best
only partially effective and,tend to put the student
under considerable' tension. This tension probably
contributes to'subsequent negative feelings about
future learning episodes. y.

We have been developing concentration enhancing
strategies to supplement or substitute for those
typically used. Again, the first step involves aware-
ness traini6gt The students are given experiences and
techniques to assist therm in determining when, how and

,why they get distracted, the duration of their distraction
periods and their typical reactions to distraction.
They are then trained' to cope with distractions by using
the "attitude" strategies of relaxation and positivd
self-talk and imagery to re=establish an appropriate
learning state. (The training methods are analogous
to those discussed in the previous section).

Monitoring

To be effective, students must be able to detect
when their beha4kor is not sufficient to meet task
demands so that they can make appropriate adjustments.
We have not treated_monitoring as a separate component,
but have embedded monitoring principles i the concen-
tration management component and the two. RDER strategies.

1n the concentration management compo ent the
students are encouraged to skim the material to be
studied and mark places in the text where they plan to
check progress and take "action." They read to the
firdt "action" point and evaluatetheir.learning state

concentration and level .of understanding). If
-;the "state" is not satisfactory they attempt to correct
theSituation via relaxatioh,.constructive self-talk
and imagery (i.e., the same tedhniques.used in .establishincl
the original learning state or mood),.

In using the comprehenbiqn/retention MURDER strategy
the studentS are encouraged to check their learning
"state" after each recall. gn this case,the students
can evaluate the completeness of their recall as one
measure of their progress. This additional infOrmatidn'
should assist the students in accurately judging the
adequacy oftheir 14arning state for the task at hand.



ASSESSMENT;- OF. THE STRATEGIES AND TRAINING METHODS
IN THE CONTEXT OF A LEARNING STRATEGIES COURSE

.

As-stated earlier, 'we believe that learning involves

)a system- f interactive tasks. Consequently, we feel that
a posit' elyA.nteractive set of strategies is 4equired to
maximize learning potential. In order to examine and
capitalize on these interaction; students must be taught
large portions of the strategy system. Unfortunately the
time and student motivation required for training
precludes exploring this system ;in the context of typical
short term experi ts. Therefore, we modified the
component strateg based on feedback from a series
of informal pilot dies and put them together to form
the basis of a one semester (15 week) learning strategies course.
This 2 credit hour course was offered 0 Texas Christian
University undergraduaties during' the 1977 Spring semester
on a pass/nocredit basis. It was felt that a course_of
this type would attract students with characteristics
siMilar to those exhibited by individuals in technical
training settings.

Design

In order to evaluate tie effectpeness of the
strategy system we created two interlokcing experiments.
In one the performance of differentially treated sub-groups
of, theclass were comped with each other and with a
no-treatment control group (the comkehension/retention
controls). The ba'Ses of these comparisons were a series
pf measures that required the students to study textbook
materialkor 1 hour (approximately 3,000 word passages).
and then take a 45 minute comprehensive test (consisting
of multiple choice and short answer questions) over
the material One week later. These measures were given-

., to the class members and the control group prior to the
start of the course (the pre test)', approximately halfway,
through the course (the mid-course test), and at the end
of the course (the post test)-.

In the second experiment the performance of the
class members on a set of self repOrt measures was compared
to a separate no-treatment control group (the self-report
controls) both, before and after'the course.
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Participants

he learning strategies class was composed of, a
heteroltneous group (with respect to grade level and majors)
of 38 Texas Christian. University undergraduates. They
rgoceived 2 semester hours of college- .credit for succe.s4fully
comPleting'this pass/no credit course..

The "comprehension/retention" control grpupdconsisted
of 28 students who were recruited from General Psychology
classes. They fulfilled an experimental credif requirement.,
and received a $6.00 e for their participation.

Finally, the "subjective report" control group was
composed of'21 students-also recruited from General
PSychology. ad4tion to fulfilling an experimental
credit requireMent, they received a $4.00 fee for participating.

Dependent Measures

.
The comprehension/retention measures and self report

measures will be described separately.

Comprehension/retention measures. Multiple choice
and short answer tests were developed for thiee 3,000 word
passages: one extracted sfrom a textbook on educational
psychology (the pre test); from a text on ecolo5F-N-
(the mid->eourse test),, and one from a texton geology (the
post test). The students were given one hour' to study
each of these passages and then one wet later giVen
forty -five minutes to take the corresponding tests.

Self report measures. These included.: a thirty-seven
item test anxiety scale, (a slightly modified version of.the
one used by Sarason, 1956), the Brown - Holtzman Survey of
Study. Habits and Attitudes (Brown and Holtzman, '1966), a fvrty-
six item questionnaire designed to tap concentration
difficul 'es and coping skills, and a twelve item learning
attitu inventory designed to assess students' perceptions
of th ,air, own academic abilities. .
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Procedure

Far ,the7ComOrehension/Retention experiment the
three measures'Werd_adminipterea-to the classmembers and
the "comprehension/retention" ..controls before the course
began (thee pre test) approximately halfway through the
course (the mid-course test), and after the,,course was
completed (the post tedt). The first test occurred prior'
to, the beginning .of course instruction, consequently it
served as a baseline for the analysis of "change" scores
on the subsRquent tests. For the second test the. 25
class members'who could attend the study and testing
sessions were subdivided into two groups: those that
studied for' the test individually (N=18) and those that-
studied impairs (N=7, there were originally 8 people
in thid gioup but one was unable' to take the test). For
the final' testing the 36 participating claps members were
subdivided into three groups depending on°the comprehension/
retention sub-itrategy being employed: paraphrase/imagery
(N=12), key ideas (N=12) pi network ;g (N=112).

For the self-report experiment the four measures
were administered to the clads members and the "self-
report" controls before (pie) and after' (post)' the course:

Class members were given approximately .2 1/2 hours
of training e*ch week for twelve ,weeks.," The two contlol
groups were' not given any trai %Icig during this-time period.

The strategy components described earlier, in this
report formed-the basis of the strategy class training.'
In general, we attempted to ihtermix the training on
primary and support strategies in order to illuminate the
interactions between the components. A more detailed
description of the sequence of instruction and assessment
is presented in Appendix B.

Within a specific class peribd we attempted-to
vary the methods of training. Most clasdes contained a
mixture of short lectures, practice exercises and small
group or pair discussions. Generally we followed the
training approaches outl#ned in an earlier section of,
this report (The General Approach: StrategY Training).
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We were _fortunate to have-ten upper level students
assisting with the, class instruction. Therefore, we
were able,to give the class members substantial amounts
of individUal attention andas a result we gained-a large
amount of "clinical-like" data from the students.

pi addition to the within class'activities the
students in,the course were asked to practPie their

the students were strongly encouraged,: incoroate the
strategies in preparing .for other courz:S. In essence, ,.-

g
strategies into their. normal studying. in.this regard
we j,,nstructed the students to trYonA.hese strategies in
much/the same way they wouid try -,on a siKt or a dress: - -

seeing where they-didn't fit and modifying them accordingly.
After training on each component was completed the students
were asked to evaluate both the training and st *tegy.
This' coupled with' observational data gathered by the
instructors provided a strong basis for subsequent
modifications of the strategy training program%

Results and biscussi n
X

The comptaienSion/re.tention and self report results
will be presented separately.,

Comprehension/retention. Each of the three
comprehension/retention tests(pre, mid-course, and post)
contained both multiple choice and short answer sub-tests.
All tests' were scored'without knowledge. of the subject's / ,

group affiliation and the raw scores were then converted to
percentages of the maximum possi1ble On each test.'

-The overall treatment (strategy training) ,V#T6tis

control differences will be preSented first. the 1110fis-and
standard deviations of the total scores and changesin
total scores for, the comprehension/retention testsre
presente4 in Table 1 (the sample sizes in this and 6

subseqi_ipat comprehension/retention tables vary depending
on thelnumber of subjects Participating in each testing). .

As can be seen in this table there were slight differences
in the pre test means. This situation also occurred with
th9rother depenaent measures, consequently all-analyses were

on changes frOM the pre test base lines. Analysis
of the mean changes in total scores indicated that in com-
parison toy the comprehension/retention control group the
,strategy class members exhibited significantly
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Table 1.

Meps and Standard' Deviations of the TotalScores (expressed in terms of

percent correct) .and Changes in Total koies for the Comprehension/

Retentiofi Tests

PreTest Mid-Course Post-TeSt-
.i

Change frok

Pre tO Mild'-1.

CoUrse for

Those Parti-

cipa#S,tak-

Change,from

Pre tolost,-

for.Those.

Partj.cipants

takingBoth.'
, ing. Both i Tests '

. ,. .

.
, Tests

...........
< i, i .

:1!ass
i X = 49.. 8 Tc = 49,73 X = 53.'21 ii= .19 3,99

pObers :f s =1.2.86 S =14,49 S= 19',22. S =;10,70' S 13.41
. N -36 N=25 N 36. N =25 36.

Comprehension/

Retention x = 47.38 x '42.29 46.72 i.7., -5.0 -1.81

control. S = 16,18 S =',1§.96 19,74 S= 11,83 S -10.44
Group

.

= 2-8 N = 28 ''

,

N = 4;3 N = 2'8
,o,

23

.
wwr Ilammll.MM=~0



greater Positive change from the pre test to the mid-
'cobirse test (t = 1.85 (51 df) , p fiom the-pre.test to the post test (t =1.73 (57 idfl,
The negative.ohan4e sepres exhibited by the control
grout' indicate that- the mid-Course test was more difficult
than the post test whi;th.,in-turn-was more difficult thnthere test (see"Table.,1)': This ordering was supported
by s,labiective ratings of comprehensibility elicited
from the.subjects at each testing. ,

The means and stanaard deviations,of,the snort
an5we and changes in the short answer scores
tor-tne comprehension/retention tests are presented in
Table 2: Analyses of the mean changes' lh :short answer
scOresindicated that the class members exhibited a
significantly greater positive change 'from,the pre<test
to the. post test than-did-the.comprehension/retention
rcontr°1s (t = 1.69 (57,a), p < .05) . Although

answercles members mean short from the
to mia-course test Was More- posi ive than -that of the

pre

contr°1s, the difference did not reach' significance
ct 7 1.13 (51 df) .13). As with the total scores
the negative changes exhibited by the controls indicate
that the mid-toprse short answer sub-test was more difficult
than the
than

post subttest which was in turn more difficult
pre sub-'test (see Table 2).

Table ,3 contains the means and standard deviatioas-
of th'e multiple choice scores and changesin multiple:
choice scores._Compar&d.to the-Comprehension/Retention
con trols the ,strategy class,members exhibited.sitnificantly

- -
greaLer Positivs.multiple -choice changes from pie test
to mid'ccurse test. (e= 1.78, (51 df), p < .05). Class
members showed more positive vean,Mbltiple choice change
from Pre to post than did the-controls,' but the difference
in,change, scores did not rear `significance (t
(5'7 df), p E3cathination.of,the control group's
change seores indicates that the mid7course and post
multiple Choice sub-tests were apriroximately equal in
difficulty and-both were more difficblt than the pre-
,sulp-test (see Table .3).:



Table 2

Means and Standard Deviations of the Short Answer Scores (expressed in
"terms of 'percent correct) and Changes in Short AnWer Scores'for the
ComOrphension/Retenton Tests

Clas's

Members

Pre-Test

w 9.88

6.63

36

Mid-Course

38.97

S = 16.35

25

Post-Test

= 48,45

= 24.59

= 36

Change from

Pre to Mid-

Course for

Those Parti-

cipants tak-
ing Both

Tests

-.55

= 17.23

= 25

Change from.

Pre to Post

for Those

Parti#pants

taking Both

Tests

= 8.57

S = 20.22

N = 36

Comprehension

Retention

Control

Group

x = 36.61

S = 18.92

= 28

x = '31.32

S = 21.07

N -'28

= 37.46

S = 26.38

23'

X= -5.29

S = 12.54

28

= -.38

S = 18.31

N = 23



Table 3'

Means and Standard Deviations of the Multiple' Choice Soores,(expressed in
terms of percent correct) and Changes in Multiple Choice Scores fpk the

Comprehension/Retehtion Tests

6

.

Pre-Test Mid-Course
.,

Post-Test Change from

Pre to 'Mid-

Course for

Change \from

Pre to Post

for. Those
.

4

Those Parti-.

cipants tak-

Participants

taking Both
.

ing Both Tests

Tests

Class ii.= 60.5. 7c = 63.45 i = 58.28, Tc = 3.22 R = -2,28
Members S = 12,93 S = 14,07' S = 16,34 S =11.07 S = 13.12

N = 36 N= "25 N = 36 N F 25 N = 36'

Comprehension/ x =,61 31 ji = 56,28 i 56.35, T = -5,032 i -5,02

Retention S = 15,49 S =,21,6,3 'S = 15.41 S = 17,02 ,S 10.33

Control N = 28 N = 28, N = 23 N = 28, N = 23 ,

Group

. .



The amounts (expressed in_ percentages). by which.strategy
class members outscored the control group on each of the
comprehension/retention tests are presented in Table/4
(Only participants whcitook all three tests are included in
the data display). The data in this.t7able further illustrates
the effectiveness of the strategy training;. the class
members outscored, the 'control. group by greater percentages
on the midcourse (19.93%) and post tests (18.19%) than.
on the pre test (3.42%).. .Further,j_t appears that the
training_had,a,greater influence on the short answer
sub-testthan on the multiple choice sub-test.. On'the"
Short answer ..pre test the class members outscored the controls.
by 8.14% while on the mid7course and post tests they outscored
the contrdis.by 30.15% and 31.02%, respectively. With the
multiple choice portion the class members performed .10%
1oWer than:the controls on the pre tests while on the
'mid-course and post tests they. outscored the controls
by 12.83% and 9.28% respectively. The relatively greater
impact of training on the short answer sub.tests. is
especially encouraging since these tests are much. less likely
to by influenced. by,guessing and differential test taking
strategieS than the multiple choice tests.

xne data .presented in Table 4 suggest that the
major effects of the strategy training occurred prior .-
to the mid-course test (the percentages by which the
claSs members outscored thecontrols are at or near-
.their peaks for each of the measures at the_time of
the. mid-course-test), Although this is a teneable
'hypothesis'there are other factors which could have
influenced these results. First, as has been stated
earlier the mid-course test appeared to be more difficult
than the post test (i.e., the control group's changes
from the pre-test were more negative. with the mid-
course than with the post test; further, this ordering
was supported by subjective ratings elicited from the
subjects). It is possible that the strategy. training
has a'greater impact on more diffidult materials thus
producing the results exhibited in Table 4. Second,
during the training subsequent to the mid course test
and prior to the post'test the class members, were sub-
divided into three groups and'eath group was trained
on a different analytic comprehension/retention
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Table 4

The Percentage Amounts q which the Strategy Class Members Outscored the

Control Group on each of the Comprehension/ Retention Tests : Mean Differences

etween the two Groups expressed as percentages, of the Control. Group's Mean Scores

Pre-Test Mid-Course Test Post-Test

Short

Answers

Multiple

Choice

Total

,

Short,

Answeis

Multiple iotal Short

An'swers

,,

Multiple

Choice

Total

'8,14 -,10 3.42

,

30,15 12,83 19,93 4,02 9,28 18,17

[Only Participants vho took all three test's are ',included in this data

summary : tlass, member N = 2i ComprehensionfRetention ,Control'N = 23]



teQ10141Ae: paraphrase/imagery, key ideas and networking.
PaZttler', members of these group's were strongly encouraged
to u9e these techniques in studying for the post test,
If Ole ct. more of these techniques were not:as effective
(at the time of testing) as the more.global stragey (ie.,
MtPippR with free recitation) taught prior to the mid-
colir5e tgt (see Appendix B) .then the data in Table 4
would 11(1't be unexpected. This last possibility will.be
eicP1Ored j.n the following paragraphs.

Ntween the,mid-course and post test the strategy
1.4s0 was divided into three groups based on their

stated Pteferdnce for ; particular comprehension/retention
sub-Strategy (the sub- trategies were described apd the
tilderlta sated them in accord with their preference).-

8aQh qt°tip receivedapProximately 4 hours of training
on ofle dt the following strategies: Paraphrase/Imagery,
x61, ideas or Networking (see Appendix B). At the time of
post assssment students were strongly encouraged to use
the Olb-trategies they had received. A comparison
between these groups indicated that there were no significant
differenes betWeen the "change" scores from the pre to
F)0.-9t test (each group had ah N=12). However, Table 5
does ina&6ate that there were substantial differences
in tile Peentage amounts by which these groups outscored
the oantk-01 group. For example, on the short answer sub-
tete th@ Networking group performed 1.16% below the controls
on toe Pkse test and 42.26% above the controls on the post
test, FOB the other two groups the differential was Al
ht.antally less (5.39% above on the pre and 16,36%'

4bove 00 the post for Paraphrase/Imagery,and 11.95% above
on toe Pkse and 29.42% above on the post for the Key Ideas
%roW)-

'31ole 6' Provides data fOr the strategy sub-groups on411 Ohre tests- Again, the percentage amounts by which
these gX-4uPs outscored the control group are illustrated

the lack of congruence with Table 5 is due to .the
redlidti°1 of the group Ns necessitated by the fact that .we

4
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Table 5

The Percentage Amounts by which the Strategy Sub-Groups Outscoied the.COntrol
Grou on the Pre and Post Comprehension/ Retention Tests : Mean Differences
letw en the Strategy Sub-Groups and the Control Group;expressed as percentages
of 6 Control Group's Mean Scares.

Pre-Test Post-Test

, Short

Answer

Multiple

Choice

Total Short

Answer

Multiple

Choice

Total

Paraphrase/

Imagery 5.39, 1,35 3.03 16..36 7.67 11.22

(N = 12)' ,

Key Ideas 11.95 7148 4,47
, 29.42 2 34 13.40

(N = 1.)

Networking -1.16 -4.17 -2.88 42.26 .27 \, 17.421

(N_
1 '_.



Table 6

The Percentage Amo'ptsbywhi.ch the'StrategyOub-!Groups outscored' the Con4o,

Group (N = '23), on each of the Comprehension/ Retention Tests::. Mean Differences

between*the StrateW SubaGroups and the Control Group expressed as percentages

of the Control Group's Mean Scores,

Pre Test, Mid-course Test . Post Test

,Short

----------------------.--
Paraphrase/

Answer

Multiple

Choice

1

Total Short

Answer

Multiple

Choice

Total

0
-------.------------

Sho i

Answer

Multiple

Choice

Total,

Imagery 635 -1,14 2.06 19.48014.11 16.35 7.47 9.2'4 8,57

(N = 8)

--------7-----..--...............7.,..
Key Ideas /
\1\1 = 8) 15.61 3.58 8,.87 44.81 14.81 27.01 46.40 14.92 27.84

Networking

(N L. 8) 2.65 -2.93 .41 26.62 .9.52 16.35 38.67 3.91 22.48.

i

0

Paraphrase/Imagery,

.Key Ideas, and

Networking, training

occurred between

the mid-course and

post tests.



have included in Table 6 orfly thoseparticipants that took
all tbree tests)., It is particularly instrurtive to look at
the changes in percentages from the mid:course to the post
-test. On the total score the Networkigroup (N=8) out-
scored the control group hey 16.35% on the mid-course test
and by 22.48% on the post test, the Key, Ideas group (N=8)
outsCored the control groups by 27.01% on the mid-course and
27-.84% on the post (please note the pretest percentages),
and the Paraphrase/Imagery group (N=8) outscored the con-
trol- group by 16.35% on the mid-cOUrse and by only 8.57% on
the post. . In other words the. Networking group increased'
itsadvantage over the contro]s from mid-course to post
while the Key Ideas groups maintained approximately the
same advantage and the Paraphrase/Imagery group decreased
its advantage. Therefore it is reasonable to speculate that
the peak in class- control - differences at the'midcourse
examination may be due to thelack of_impaat of the Key
Ideas training and the apparent negative impact of the
Paraphrase/Imagery training. The only group that
to benefit from the sub-strategy training was the Networking
group. Consequently, if all class members were taught
Networking then one would expect that the-class-control
differences would have been greater on the post test than
on the mid-course test (note: it is also possible that
the utilization of equally difficult mid-course and post,
tests would, influence the results in the same way) . Based
bn the-data presented-in Table 5 and 6 we Have decided to
focus our future research and development efforts on the
Netborking sub-strategy.

The reasons for the negative impact of the Paraphrase!,
I,magery training on post test performance are not readily
apparent;.. esvcially in light'of prior, work with versions.
of thistechnique (e.g.. Dansereau, et al, 1975). There'

are two possible explanations. First,. evaluators Of
paraphrasing and imaging have typically used shorter
materials (generally passages of 1,000 words or less;
in this study the passages were approximately-3;000 words
in length). Betause these techniques' do' not emphasize

.organization of the- material they may be relatively ineffec-
tive with longer passages. Setond, students chose which,
type of training they would receive. The.Pataphrase/
,Imagery technique was undoubtedly perceived as the easiest
technique to learn and implement, consequently it may have
attracted relatively unmotivated students. Their
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performance.on the post test 'maw be mare refleL.tive of
motivational deficits than strategy deficits. Althotih
we plan to explore both of these postibillties in future
studies they will not be in the:'mainstream of oUr
research program.

-

There is onefinal_SUbstrategy comparison of
interest. For the mid-coUrse COmprehensitin/retention
assessment the class was divided into two groups: those
that studied individually (N=18) andthose that studied
in Rairs (N = 7, one of the 8 students originally
assigned to this condition was unable to take the test)
All students had experience- Working in pairs during-the
training.priOr to the mid-course examinations.. -Those
8 students who rated their pair experiences most positively,
were assigned to this group. Although our main interest
was in the effectiveness of the strategieS as applied by
individuals we did want to determine if the MURDER
executive routine would be useful, in guiding pair inter-
action. _In,partthis comparison was designed to extend prior
work indicating the potential effectiveness of learning
dyads (e.g., Schmerhorn, Goloschm* & Shore, 1975)..

An analysis of t sees from pre to mid-course
indicated that .there we 'istically significant
differences between the per o ce of pairs and individuals,4
although' t4epairs on the average; pr6duced more positive
!'change" scores than did the individuals. :,(Total change.
from pre to mid-course equaled +3.9 for the: pairs,' -_4
forthe class members Studying individually,, and -5..4 the
controls) The.smaIl, samplesize for'the."pair" group.

= 7) probably reduced the possibilities for significance.

Table 7 presents further information concerning the
performance of class members who studied in pairs and as
individuals for the mid-course test. The percentage .

amounts by which these two groups outscored the control
group on the pre and mid-course.tests are illustrated
in this table.. These data further illustrate the apparent'
advantage Of pair studying over individual studying- AS'
.a Consequence of these results we are planning on conducting
additional 'studies to explore the impact of pair learning.
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Table 7

The Percentage Arnourits by whith the class members who studied in Pairs and

Individually for the Mid-Course Test outscored the Control Group (N.= 23)

on each of the Comprehension/ Retention Tests : Mean Differences between

the Strdtegy Class Groups andthe Control Group expressed as perCentages

of the Control Group's Mean.Scores.

Pre-Test Mid-Course Test
r......_

Shott

Answer

Multple

Choice

Total Short.

AnSwert_poice_

MUltigle Total

.

S udents who

studiOd in Pairs .

for the Mid- 16.40 6.51 .3.09 45.45 15.52, 27.73

Course TeSt

(. N =. 7)

Students who

studied Indi-

vidua1ly.for the 0.00 0.0'0 0.00 13.16

.0.10.W.P.rmrr,

10.41 : 13.0
Mid- Course

Te's t ( N = 18)
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a

Self-Report Measures. The self-report measure's were.-
- scored according to 'pre-determined keys and a total
score was created for each individual on each test. The
pre, po-stand "chance" (from 'pre to" post. course administra-
tion)tscore means and standard deiritions.for_the four
self report measures are presented in Table 8. The
.different sample sizes reflected in Table '8 are a conser-
:-quence of the fact_ that uncompleted self report inventories

nwere ot'scored. 'Because there were initial mean differ-'
ences between'sithe two grOups of participants'all statistical
analyses were performed 'on the mean changes from pre to
post administrations.

0

One tailed t tests comparing the pre to post change
scores of class members with those of the controls
reached significance on three of the measures and
approached significance on the fourth!-'"Siirvey of Study
Habits and Attitudes (t=2.57 (39DF), p(.°1), The Test
Anxiety Scale ,(t--,--2.60 (45D1, Nye..01), the Learning Attitude'

/ Inventory (t=3.57 (48DF)', P.c.01) and the_Wentration
}' Questionnaire (t=1.55 (44DF) pe.<.06). 'In, 1 cases the

class members reported greate'lr positive changes on
acadeMically related dimensions than did, the self report
controls.

Howe'krer, these results may have been confoundedby
either' or both of the following factors. Because the
class meMb,Ors were generally lower than the controls on
the pre measures, the significant effects may have been
due to "regression toward the mean." The, power of this
type of explanation is substantially diminished in this
case because previous administrati,),4111ave shown that-these
four measures are-very reliable. n araition, on the
'Survey of Study Habits and Attitud s the class members
scored below controls on the pre and above this
group,on the post test. This result would not be expect d
if the onlyafactor operating was "regression toward the
mean .

Another potential explanation for the results is 1

that the class members may have been "yea saying" on' the
post measurep. The fact that the class members did not
show significant changes on some of the items on these scales

treduces the poss ility the the group's regponses.to,the
post measures w e artifactltal.
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Table
1

!leans and Standard Deviations, of the Pie Post, andChange scores for the Four
Self Report M6sures,

Brown7Hultzman Survey of

Stud Habits and Attitudes

Pre-

course

Post- Change from.

course Pre t Post

Modified .Test

Anxiety Scale (Lowet Scores indicate less

anxiety)

Pre! Change from

course course Pre to Post

Strategy

Class

Members

x=24,7

s=10,3

n=25 .

;29 9

s=11,1

n=25

x =5,2,

s=6,3

n=25

i=85,6

s -21.8

n=33

x=71,13

s=22,3

n=33

-14,3

19.6

n*, 33

Self-

Report

Controls

x=27.0

s= 9.5

n=16,

i=26,7

s= 1.3

n=16

x=-3

s=6.9

n=16

s=16,5

n=14

i=69,8

s=20,6

n=14

,5

s=10,8

n=14



Table 8 (Continued)

Concentration Questionnaire
11

Learning Atti.tud Inventory

Pre-

course

Rost-

course

Change, from

he to Post

,Pre-

.course

Post-

course

thange from

he to Post

Strategy x=174.0 x=188.4 x=14.3 x=-8.3 x= -3.2 x= 5.11

Class s= 37.7 s= 31.7 s=27 5 s =10,9 s 11.8 s= 7 0

Members n= 34 n= 34 n=34 n=34 n=34 n=34

Self- x=205.0 x=204.8 x= -.2 i= -.4 = -2;8 i=-2;4 !

Report s= 39.8 s= 31.1 s=26,9 s=10.9 s= x'11, 8 s= E./

Controls n =.12 n= 12 n=12 n=16 n=16 n=16,
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Although the confounding fadtors cited above cannot
be coTpletely discounted, it seems very likely_that the

, learning strategy training had a positive influence on the
academic. behavior and attitudes reflected in the four self
report measures. Because the sample sizes were relatively'
small (especially in the case of the control group) sub-
sequent studies will be designed to replicate these results.
In these studies an attempt will be made to create control
groups with pre means equal to those ofthe strategy
groups in order to eliminate potential. confoundings due,to
regressions toward the means.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The comprehension/retention and self-report results
coupled with the positive feedback arising from the
students' course, evaluations would indicate that the strategy
system and training were impactful in constructively altering
the students' learning behaviors and attitudes. It is
difficult, however, to determine from this data what aspects
of the strategies and training were most responsible for
the positive changes. The most salient possibilities
along this line ark student interactions during studying
(pair learning) and the use of the networking technique.
As indicated in the results and discussion section; students
using these strategies appeared to achieve higher levels
of performance on some aspects of the dependent measures
than did students using other techniques.

Ih.addition to the formal assessments, participants
in the strategy training program w 31so asked to in- .

formally .rate the perceived value each strategy,com-
ponent and to make suggestions for improvement. Although
all Components used were rated positively, networking;
pair learning, concentration management and the. MURDER
executive routine received the highZsi ratings. Theme .

impact of these highly rated aspects of the program will
be explored individually in a series of studies.

.

Even though the program: was generally successful,
suggestions by the participant and observations by the
instructors during the conduct of the course has in-
dicated a number-of directions for improving both the
strategies and training' methods. Since the conclusion
of the course we modified and streamlined the set of com-
ponents and are'in the process of administering them in
the context of intensive workshops. Our ultimate goal
is a 15 hour modularized training system that is sub-

- e a =e e
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APPENDIX -A

The M.U.R.D.E.R. process: A
Comprehension/Retention-

Executive Routine

MURDER SIX EASY STEPS TO BECOME AN. OVERPOWERING LEARNER

MOOD (1) GET YOURSELF. IN THE MOOD FOR LEARNING.

//.

UNDERSTAND (2) READ FOR UNDERSTANDING.,

RECALL (3). CLOSE THE B OK AND RECALL AS MUCH OF
THE MATERIAL AS YOU CAN.

DIGEST

EXPAND

(4) OPEN THE BOOK AND RE-PROCESS THE MATERIAL
IN ORDER TO DIGEST IT. .

(5) EXPAND AND DEEPEN YOUR UNDERSTANDING
AND YOUR ABILITY TO RECALL BY. ASKING
QUESTIONS.

REVIEW YOUR (6) AFTER TAKING A TEST REVIEW YOUR MISTAKES.
TEST MISTAKES
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MURDER : SIX EASY STEPS 0 BECOME AN VERPOWERING LEARNER

(Inhale textbooks a single breath, crush
professors with cle sl ts, and destroy
tests with your burning lle t!)

;MOOD (1) GET YOURSLLF IN THE MOOD .OR EARNING. HOW?

(a) Firth a good TIME (SCHEDULI G).

(3) Find a good PLACE.(THE HAND ITING IS
ON THE WALL).

(c) Clear your MIND (DON'T DRAG I THE
KITCHEN SINK).

AND

(d) Think positively about-what you are
going to be doing. (IF YOU CAN TALK
YOURSELF OUT OF STUDYING, YOU CAN
TALK YOURSELF INTO IT).

UNDERSTAND (2) .READ FOR UNDERSTANDING.

(a) NOTE difficult places in the material.

(b) Don't worry about trying to remember
the material' or trying to totally
understand difficult portions; following
the author',s main train of thought is
all that is needed at this stage.
(SEE THE AUTHOR AS A TOUR,GUIDE).

(c) "SPICE" UP THE MATERIAL YOU ARE READING
(FORM PICTURES, GET EXCITED, MAKE :JOKES)-

NOTE: Stop reading after 10-20 minutes or 5-10 pages
or when the author shifts topics. This is your
FERSONAL decision and is something you will
have to EXPERIMENT with in order to decide on
the optimal amount to do before stopping.
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RECALL (3) CLOSE THE BOOK AND RECATitL AS MUCH OF THE
MATERIAL AS YOU CAN. .

(a) You can write it down (perhaps on the
"Free Recall" Worksheet)', say it into
a.tape recorder, or-say it to a friend.

(b) To help you recall, use the "Positive,
Suggestions" on pages 12 and 13 of
your "Understanding and Recall'-Booklet:

(i) RELAX (Breathing, Muscles, Fantasy).

(ii) IMAGE yourself back in the learning
situation

(iii) See if the information relates
to something you already know.

(iv) Go back over what you have already
recalled to give yourself more ideas

(c) Congratulate yourself on your recall
successes.

DIGEST (4) OPEN THg BOOK AND RE-PROCESS'THE MATERIAL
IN ORDER TO DIGEST IT.

(a) Pay particular attention to the material
you didn't recall and the material you
didn't understand on your first reading.

(b) Use the meth6ds for solving understanding
problems where appropriate (See booklet
on solving problems in comprehension if
necessary):

(i) IDENTIFY the source of the problem
(Word, Sentence, Paragraph, Passage).

(ii)
BREAK the prOblem down into its
parts, look at the SURROUNDING

/ info ation, and go.to ANOTHER
SOU CE if necessary,

(iii) Make your REST GUESS.
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' EXPAND

\

(5) EXPAND ANDDEEPEN YOUR UNDERSTANINGAND
YOUR ABILITY TO RECALL BY ASKING.QUESTMIS.
(See-pages 18 and 19 of the 7Understanding
and Reca-111! booklet:

(a) Imagine that you could talk to the
author. What.questigns would you ask?

(b) What can the jOaterial be used for?

(c) How could yOU make the material more
understandable and interesting to .

.other students?

REVIEW (6) AFTER TAKING A TEST REVIEW YOUR MISTAKES.
YOUR 1ee"How to Learn from a Test booklet)
TEST
MISTAKES (a) Identify the types of questions you

had trouble with.

Is

(b) Locate the source of.your difficulty.

(c) Decide on a way of guarding against
the same mistakes in the future.

6 5
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APPENDIX B

Schedule of Astkities
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Self- Report
Controls

f . a

Self-repOrt
Measures Pre
(N=21)

Self-report
Me.p.sures:'
Post (N=16)

;4. Learning
StrategieS
Class

Comprehension/
Rekention4)re

and .Self --

Pr (N=38)
re oit Measures.

-Goal, Setting
and! Scheduling
-Legrning From
a Test
-Combrehension
Problem Solving
-Introduction to
."MURDEIr,

Comprehension/
Rete ion Mid-
course Test

Pairs 'Individuals
(N=7) (N=18)

Comprehension/
Retention
-Controls

ComprehensionYi
Retention .-Pre'';
Test (N=28)'

Subgroups taught
Networking, Key
Ideas or Para-
-phrase/Imagery
-Concentration
Management
-Retrieval

Jr_'

Comprehension/
Retention Mid-
course Test
(N=28)

6 weeks
(e,-12 hrs.)

/Self-report MeaS.ures:
Post and Compreension/
Retention°post,Tst

Networking

M=121--

Key IParaphrase/
Ideas f:IMagery.

I

(N=12)- (N=12)
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`t

Comprehension/
Retention Post
Test (N =23.)
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